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Capillary pressure curves are
represented by the equation Pc=a / (&
Wb. It is shown that for the Leverett
J–function
to produce a single
cnrrelatifm
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ducible water saturation and the
saturation exponent b must be the same
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capillary pressure function J* is
introduced that incorporates the tor–
tuosity and irreducible water saturation
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is correlated with the normalized
saturation
SD so that atl curves will
have their vertical asymptotes at a single
point SD=O. The modified function
represents a significant impro- vement
over the original one since it is now
sufficient to have the value of the
saturation exponent b be the same for
two samples to get the same correlation.
This was verified by analyzing data
from the literature and compating the
two correlations. A modified linear
regression by means of weighted least
Refereemes and illustration at end of paper

squares method is used to fit the
experimental capillary pressure data.
Data sets from different sources were
analyzed. It was found that a good
single correlation can be obtained for
samples from the same formation but
the correlations were different for
different formations.
INTRODUCTION
The capillary phenomena occurs
in porous media when two or more
immiscible fluids are present in the pore
space. Due to the interracial energy of
the interface between the two phases, a
difference in the pressure across the
interface results and causes a curvature
of the interface. The capillary forces
causes retention of fluids in the pore
space against the gravity forces.
Immiscible fluids segregate due to
gravity if placed in large containers
such as tanks and pipes of large
diameters. In porous rocks, however,
the dense fluid (water) can be found at
higher elevations above the oil-water
contact. Capillary pressure is defined as
547
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the difference in pressure between the
nonwetting and wetting phases
PC = P~ly – P~

(1)

Since the gravity forces are balanced by
the capillary forces, capillary pressure
at a point in the reservoir can be
estimated from the height above the oilwater contact and the difference in fluid
densities. For an oil-water system
PC=(~-~)gh

(2)

As stated earlier, the difference in
pressure causes the interface between
the two phases to be curved. The
relation between curvature and cpillary
pressure is given by
Pc=

2ts COS8
~

(3)

where, R is the average radius of
curvature. The curvature of the interface
between the two fluids and the shape of
the pore space (or of the grains)
determine the saturation of the two
phases. The relation between the
saturation (usually of the wetting phase)
and capillary pressure is expressed in
terms of a capillary pressure curve or
retention curve. If the porous medium
is homogeneous, i.e. it has the same
pore size distribution everywhere, a
unique capillary pressure-saturation
relation (PC–& curve) exists for the
system. Different porous media,
however, will have d~ferent capillary
pressure curves. The shapes of the
capillary pressure curves are dependent
on the pore space geometry and thus
can be used to characterize the porous
media.
Capillary pressure curves are
usually determined in the laboratory in
routine core analysis by the mercury
injection method. The determination of
capillary pressure using reservoir fluids
is usually done by the restored-state
method or using a centrifuge. The
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mercury injection method is fast and the
complete curve for the entire range of
saturation is obtained in one run. Other
methods are time consuming and a
complete run is needed at each
saturation. Dynamic measurements of
capillary pressures during simultaneous
flow of the two immiscible phases were
also repotted. Comparison between
results from the clifferent methods
revealed the similarity of the obtained
P&3w
curves. Data obtained using a
c~ . . pfi of fluids ~~ be e~fi~e~ued
for other fluids using the relation
Pc,

( a Cose ],

Pc~ = (G
—

[4)

COSO j2

Capillary pressure curves may
be determined under drainage or
imbibition conditions. Under drainage
conditions, a nonwetting phase is
displacing a wetting phase, i.e. mercury
displacing air or air or gas displacing
water or oil. Under imbibition
conditions a wetting phase is displacing
a nonwetting
phase as for the
displacement of oil by water in a water
wet rock. When repeated cycles of
drainage and imbibition tests are
performed, hysteresis are observed in
the capillary pressure curves. Initially in
an oil or gas reservoir underlain b y
water, equilibrium
exists under
drainage conditions.
Drainage capillary pressure
curves are characterized
by a n
irreducible wetting phase saturation and
a threshold or displacement pressure.
Threshold pressure, pd, is the minimum
applied pressure needed for the wetting
phase to start desaturating. It can be
related to the largest pore size according
to Eq. (3). The irreducible wetting
phase saturation corresponds to the
fluid volume retained in very small
pores and adsorbed on the surfaces of
the solid grains and is not displaced
under existing applied pressures. At the
irreducible saturation the capillary
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pressure to the different fluids is
achieved by dividing the capillary
pressure by the product of the
interracial tension and the cosine of the
contact angle (aces 6). Leverett7 was
the first to introduce a dimensionless
capillary pressure comehtion function.
The Leverett J-function is defined as

pressure curve approaches a vettical
asymptote.
Capillary forces as reflected by
capillary pressure curves affect the
recovery efficiency of oil displaced by
—-.—.
wacer, gas or differeiit ciieti cais.
Capillary pressure functions are thus
needed for performing
reservoir
simulation studies of the different oil
recovery processes.

(5)

Interpretation
of capillary
pressure curves can yield useful
inform ations regarding the petrophysical properties of rocks and the
fluid rock interaction.
Pore size
A:e-xk,,*;
-A=nf,,fe
—Dah; l;tv --an?i
umulu
uut)ii,
auauLuby=u-w-a.~
relative pmneabilities to the wetting and
non–wetting phases can be derived
from capillary pressure curves if certain
simplifying assumptions are made.

This function which is sometimes
termed the universal J–function did not
produce a single correlation for the
different types of formations. Browna,
comeiating data for a iWg~ number if
carbonate cores, concluded that the J–
correlation should be used for cores
from a single formation and that
improvement
is obtained if the
correlation is restricted to specific
lithologic
types from the same
formation. Rose and Bruce9 also
presented correlations for 8 different
separate
showing
formations
distinguishable curves for the different
formations.

Purcell 1 presented relations for
estimating
absolute and relative
permeabilities from capillary pressure
curves. Burdine et a12showed how the
capillary pressure curves can be used to
obtain a pore size distribution function.
U.l
. .Ga. ~~ Ti pFi e 3 pf~S~n~~~
~
JLullil
procedure for estimating the contact
angle 6 at reservoir conditions from
laboratory capillary pressure data and
saturation vs. depth data from weii
logs. Thomeefl?s suggested that capi–
nary pressure curves can be represented
by a hyperbola on a log-log scale. He
correlated the permeability to the
geometric parameters of the hyperbola.
SwansonGalso correlated air and liquid
permeabilities with the value of (P&)
at the point of intersection of a line of
45” with the capillary pressure curve.

Another comelation of capillary
pressure data was presented by Guthrie
and Greenbergerl 0. They suggested
I;nmav.r.nw.Pl
sti nfi nf
&@M%ltiQil
--. . . “.—..-. ~~ w~~
& with porosity $ and the logarithm of
permeability k at a constant value of the
capillary pressure.

%=al$+azlogk+c

(6)

Also quadratic terms of $ and logk were
added to Eq. (6) and a better correlation
was obtained. Wright and Woodyl’
applied this correlation to a group of
capillary pressure curves of different
permeabilities but with constant poro–
sity. Flethcerlz suggested the use of the
Guthrie-Greenberger
approach t o
construct an average capillary pressure
curve corresponding to average k and ~

Because of the heterogeneity of
reservoir rocks, no single capillary
pressure curve can be used for the
entire reservoir. Attempts were made to
correlate capillary pressure curves with
the petrophysical properties of the
reservoir rocks. Scaling capillary
549
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from a series of capillary pressure
curves of different k and $ from the
same reservoir.
Alger et al 1s suggested a linear
correlation of the hydrocarbon volume
$(1 -Sw) with the porosity $, permeability k and capillary pressure Pc
(or height h)
$(1-~

=a+b$+clogk+dlogh
.. .

...

(7)

Unlike the Leverett J–function,
the other correlations
are merely
crossplot for constant values of Pc and
do not attempt to normalize the capillary
nressure
=- -––– in terms of a dimensionless
function. The J–function, however,
does not result in a single correlation
curve for clifferent formations. Since
the J–function scales each capillary
pressure curve by multiplying all the
points of the curve by the same factor
[(/(k/$) / (ucos8)], individual capillary
pressure curves will retain their vertical
asymptotes at their respective values of
irreducible water saturations. Since the
irreducible water saturations is usually
not the same for the different
formations, it is only logical to expect
different J–curves for those formations.
Logicat reasoning leads us to believe
that using a normalized saturation scale
may improve the J–correlation. The
normalized saturation SDis defined as
SW- S~i

1.m\

SD= 1- S~i
*,–. -—

\z3)
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The flow rate of a fluid in a
circular tube of constant radius R is
given by the Hagen-Poiseuille formula
TcR2AP
Q=—=8pLe

Af R2 AP
8pLe

(9)

where, A~= nR2 is the cross-sectional
area of the tube and Le is the actual
length of the tottuous tube.
Fluid flow through porous
media is given by the empirical Darcy
law.
Q=

k Awt AP
~L

(lo)

where, Atotis the total cross-sectional
area (pores + matrix) and L is length of
the system.
@l~
(10) gives
k=r

Af
tot

Q in ~S.

(9) and

R2
Le
8T[1

since

so
(Af/Awt)=$/

-4.

SPE
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(12)

. . .

u smg uus aemmon.s, aii capiiiary
pressure curves will have the common
value of S~O at their irreducible water
saturation and hence will have the same
vertical asymptote.

Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. ( 11),
we get
(13)
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(14)

t=(&/L)2

Equation (14) is the basis for
most of models developed to correlate
petmphysicd
properties of porous
media. There are two main approaches
of development.
The first approach is that of
Kozeny14 and Carmanls which uses
the concept of hydrauiic radius. The
hydraulic radius of a conduit is the ratio
of the volume to the wetted surface
area. For circular tube, the hydraulic
radius is half the tube radius.
Substituting R=2Rh in Eq. (14)
(15)

Kozeny equation can also be expressed
in terms of surface area per unit grain
volume S or pore volume Sp. The
most wide fy used form is that in terms
of Sg
“

The second approach
of
modeling is that introduced by Purcelll.
The porous medium is assumed to be
composed of tubes of different sizes Ri
_:. L .--L “-- UUV*
~...: -- a. AL
f--inn
“...
Wwn mwn Si&c
-...”SS o.f the
pore volume A&+ Since the tubes are
parallel, the permeability of the system
is given by [from Eq. (i 3~

Kozeny assumed that Eq. (15) would
be valid for any porous medium. Since
R~=~/S

(16)

where, S is the specific surface area per
unit bulk volume of the rock.
Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (15),
gives

+3

$3

2~ S2

KZ S2

k=—=—

(19)
Using equation (3) to express the pore
radius Ri in terms of capillary pressure
P.
- c:

k=~ $

z
(UCOSO]2 ~Ri
i

(17)

A~i
~

(20)

ci

For a continuous system

It has been shown by Dullien16
that Eq. (15) is not comect for shapes
other than circular tub es of constant
radius. He showed a deviation of the
formula even for circular tubes of
unequal diameters connected in parallel
or in series. It can be assumed,
however, that any deviation can b e
accounted for by the factor Kzwhich is
called the Kozeny constant.
A
theoretical value of Kz of 5 was
obtained for packings of spheres of
constant diameter. However, fa- tictiiai
porous media wide variation of KZwas
observed for clifferent formations.

(21)
Purcell used a lithology factor A
which is equivalent to l/T.
Equation (21) represents the
theoretical basis for the Leverett Jcorrelation. It can be written in the
following form

551
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...
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(22)

Equation (22) reveals that the Jfunction as proposed by Leverett is not
unique for all porous media. The
integral of the reciprocal of the square
of the function over the saturation range
is dependent on the tortuosity which
will be clifferent for the clifferent
formations. This equation gives a clue
to the modification of the J–function.
Inclusion of the tortuosity in the
definition of the function lets the
integral has a value of 2 for all
formations .

1
Ocose

~1_%f2btl)/2

d

kl
4’

.=—

4%
.. .

Jo-%)

,

42b+1

% -

-—:--

J-FUNCI’ION

-—AJ-.I

-..1

...

(28)

Equation (28) shows that the J-function
is not a unique function of t h e
saturation SW. It depends on the two
parametem h and T. If the normalized
saturation defined by Eq. (8), SD, is
used, Eq. (28) can be reammged in the
following form

OF TEE

Since capillary pressure curves
have a vertical asymptote at the
irreducible water saturation Swi, the
shape of the curve suggests the
fi

%vi

[1 l-%i
...

iunuwmg

(27)

The left hand side of Eq. (27) is the
Leverett J-function. So we have

(23)

C.

...

.. .

J=~”~
42~

DEVELOPIKI!IIW

+2b + 1
. . . (26)

Dividing Eq. (24) by Eq. (26), we
get

Equation (22) can also be used
to evaluate the tortuosity t
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Since l/PC2 = O for & < &i, the
integration is catied out between &i
and 1. Evaluating the integral in Eq.
(~) md reqing
we get

1

[==1

PRESSURE
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a

~>

r

Swi

J =—

(S//-%)b
(24)

PC=
m

Sw<swi

(1)
T

l-SWi

J*(SD)=B/SDb
where,
...

L7E7J

(29)

s:

If the left hand side of Eq. (29) is
considered as a modified capillary
pressure comelation J* we can write

Substituting Eq. (24) for PCin Eq. (21)
to evaluate the absolute permeability,

.. .

=

(25)
552
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The values of a, b and Swi
obtained from the curve fitting are used
with the values of k, $ and acose in

B=(l/~4b

(32)

Eq. (26) to estimate the tortuosity t

and

+2)

A necessary and sufficient
condition for the J*(SD) to be unique is
that the saturation exponent b to be the
same for clifferent formations. If b is
constant, then the coefficient B will also
——-—.
.——--J! —-.m-’Cbe consr.am
accommg
%. (3Z). it
cm be seen that the modified correlation
J* represents a considerable imp–
rovement over the function J which
requires SM and %in addition to the
saturation exponent b to be the same for
all formations.
CONSTRUCTIONS
OF
CORRELATION
~

(tscose)2

T =

+

a2

[1F

%JJ2W1

(1 [4b + 2)
...
...

(33)

From ‘q. (2Tj it can be seen that

(34)

=cP~
where,

TEE

~=(l-%)b

To convert a capillary pressure
curve (PC vs. Sw) to the J*(SD) one
needs the values of k, $, ~, t and (a

[35)

m/4b + 2
It is seen that values of a, b and
SW obtained from fitting P=SW data
can be used directly to estimate J*(SD)
without evaluating the tortuosity t and
even without the knowledge of the
porosity and permeability of the rock
““-.. . - +L. —-.n.t:.. mc*A.
used. This is apparently due to the fact
that all these information are embedded
in the capiliary pressure curve. This is
also clear from Eq. (26) or (33) where
the value of C given by

COS6) for the curve under consideration. Equation (23) can be used to
evaluate z and the irreducible water
saturation may be obvious from the
capillary pressure curve. In most
-adll a-r yLGasuLs
—mm,- Ubu
-,M,*.
x,al,.ae
-f
D
uaplLcuJ
vka,
Vcblu%.z VA A c
at saturations & close to unity
(including the threshold pressure) are
..””.
oumdt
to determine. investigation of
Eq. (23) shows the sensitivity of the
result(value of%)to data in that region.
Actually most of the contribution to the
permeability k from the integral in Eq.
(21) is due to the small values of PC
(large pores) where (1/Pc) is very large.
In addition to this, values of the
irreducible water saturation ~ may not
be reached during the capillary pressure
experiments.
For these reasons,
capillary pressure data points are used
to fit Eq. (24) to obtain values of a, b
and Swi. A weighted linear least
squares method is used to obtain the
best fit of the data. This procedure is
mm~tl;mnrl
;AMna
Ahr (Ah
‘u_*.
u -yy-u._
(-).

XalLtpk

ul

LUG

pvpGLu

Ga

us

me

fll.:A@
AAUAU.

is determined completely from the
parameters of the capillary pressure
curve, i.e. a, b and ~.
RESULTS

AND

DISCUSSION

More than 50 capillary pressure

ma-?..
a.aly~~~ . Ene
rh ““.
MIWP
“w.
. . . mm.
“.. . —
* “. O*
“-”u
.the data were fitted according to Eq.
.553
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(24) and the modified as well Leverett
capillary pressure functions were
calculated. To compute the Leverett
function, the porosity, $, perme~ilityj
k, and interracial tension and contact
angle (CSCOS6)
are needed. To compute
the modified function J*, the values
. ~.. of
these parameters are not needed. 1hese
values are needed, however, if the
●M,-G*,;e ~m& ~al-llntat+ Tsahlt=[1 )
shows the results for one of the
capillary pressure curves.
WLbUU_bJ

b A.

W

V-

.-.-—..

.

‘“-w
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Another set of capillary pressure
curves correlated
are those of
Schnaupping gas field in West Ger–
many 1g. A set of capillary pressure
curves for this carbonate reservoir were
given for different porosities. Since the
permeabilities were not given, it was
not possible to calculate the Leverett
function J, The modified function J*
Was ~o~puced by the procedure
developed here and the results of five
different curves with porosities ranging
between 6% and 22% are shown in
Figure 5. The figure shows the
excellent correlation of the -

\aJ

On a log-log graph,
the
modified function J* plots a straight
line with intercept B (at SD=1) and
slope - b. When the data for all the
capillary pressure curves from different
formations are plotted without sorting
on a single plot, the results are shown
in Figure 1. On the same plot, lines for
ideal cases of different values of b are
also shown. The wide scatter of the
data points indicates that a single
(universal) correlation is not possible
and that data should be sorted for the
different formations. The average value
of b for the alldatais 1.077.

Correlation for eight capillary
pressure curves measured at King Saud
Universi~ (KSU) on synthetic snadstcme coresz” are shown in Figure 6.
Although the cores have different
percentages of quartz indicating different pore size distributions,
the
comelation is seen to be good. Figure 7
shows the correlation of the Leverett
function for the same data. Comparison
of the two figures indicates the
superiority of the modified function.

In the next step the data given
by ‘Fhmceiiwere considered. Figiire 2
shows the seven capillary pressure
curves from four different formations.
A summary of the chamcteristics of the
formations and results obtained from
the analysis are shown in Table (2).
Plots of the Leverett capillary pressure
J–function and the modified J* function
are shown in Figures 3 and 4
respectively. Comparison of the two
figures shows wide scattering of the Jfunction as compared to the J* corre–
lation. Since the correlation represents
four different formations, it could be
improved if each formation is taken
separately. Such separation, however,
was not tried because enough samples
were not available for each formation
(3, 2, 1 and 1). Nevertheless, Figure 4
shows a good correlation for the
combined data of the four formations.

Values of the capillary pressure
exponent b for the curves considered in
this study ranged between 0.5 and 5
with an average value of 1.077. Some
investigators 1 suggested the equiva–
lance of b with the saturation exponent
n relating the resistivity index I to the
formation water saturation & accordiag to Archie equation
R:
I =—R=SW

[37)

0

This is a consequence of the obser–
vation of constant resistivity gradient
dRt/dh in the transition zone above the
O/W contact for clean formation. A
value of n=2 is widely accepted in log
interpretation practices. Eleven curves
for which both capillary pressure and
resistivi~ measurements are availa554
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suggests that~ can also be related to
k and ~. Such relations were suggested
by different investigatorsz4’2s but no
general relation is applicable for all
formations. If valid relations can be
developed for a particular formation,
these relations can be used to estimate
permeability from log derived values of
pmositY $ and water saturation&at
a
given location in the well. The capillary
~ressure at the well is estimated
according to Eq. (2). The tottuosity z is
estimated from the ~z relation and a
trial and error procedure (iteration) can
be used to estimate SWand k from the
J* function and the Swi relation with
both $ and k.

ble2z~zs gave good agreement on the
average between b and n with an
average value of about 2.0. Figure 8
shows the correlation of b and n for the
data. These results, however, cannot be
generalized Wyllie and Rose24 suggested an average value of 0.5 for b, They
also suggested that the value of n in the
Archie equation is not constant for the
entire saturation range. This suggestion
was recently verified by the experi–
mental work of Soendenaa et a122.The
value of the canillary pressure exponent
b may also b;-s&&Wion dependent.
This behavior may be seen from the
log–log plots of Figure 1 for the entire
data set and Figure 9 for KSU data
where the data points exhibit a
——
—..-. ,.-—.---!-- —:.* .L- :-—...-”..
curvature mcreasmg wnn UK mb~max
of the water saturation.

As it was noted before, if two
capillaty pressure curves have the same
saturation exponent b, they will have
the same function J*. This suggests the
possibility of correlating different zones
in a formation in the different wells
according to the value of the saturation
exponent b as determined from capillary
pressure curves measured on cores
taken from the different wells.

The two additional variables, ~
and ~ in the definition of the modified
capillary pressure function J*(SD) are
not directly measurable from well logs.
It is also to be noted that the value of
Swi obtained from fitting the P~SW
data to Eq. (24) is not the same as that
read from the capillaty pressure curves
or determined in the lab. The maximum
pressure applied in most tests does not
reach that needed to establish the
imeducible water saturation. For the
practical application of the developed
function J*, correlations must be found
for I and Swi in terms of the other
~-hvtsi~nl
iwmdiix
y-- uyu} U-U-A y. ..=-. -v.,

i P nnmtitv
---- ~... --.,

9

CONCLUSIONS
1- The Leverett capillary pressure
function J(&) requires for a unique
correlation that the tortuosity ~, the
irreducible water saturation ~ and the
saturation exponent b be the same for
the different formations.

d)
~

and permeability k. It was suggested
that the tmtuosity z is related to porosity
by the relation

2– A modified capillary pressure
function J* (SD) is developed
that
incorporates the tortuosity and irr=
ducible water saturation
in its
definition. This function requires only
the equality of the saturation exponent b
in the different formations to obtain a
unique correlation. Results showed the
superiority of the J* comelation to the J
correlation.

where F is the resistivity formation
factor which in turn is a function of
porosity. The irreducible water saturation ~ is a function of the specific
surface area S which according to
Kozeny equation relates the porosity,
permeability
and tortuosity. This
555
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3- To covert capilhwypressure data
(Pc vs. %) to the J’(SD) function is
independent of the values of porosity,
permeability and interracial tension. The
combination of these parameters needed
to estimate J* are derived from the
capillary pressure curves.

;
PC
AP
Q
R
s
sD
SW
SWi
e

P
U

f
g
nw
0
t
w

= flow
= grain
= nonwetting
.—.ml
.
= total
= water or wetting

2. Burdine, N.T., Gournay, L.S. ,
and Reichettz, P.P., “Pore Size
Distribution of Petroleum Reser–
voir Rocks, “ ?hns. AIME ( 1950)
189, 195-204.

= constant, Eq (24), Pa
Cross-sectionat area, m2
= saturation exponent, Eq. (24)
= COILSUIUt,Eq. (32)
= constant, Eq. (35)
= height above O/W contact, m
= Lev-&eK - cat)illary oressure
function, ~’. (5)” ‘
modified capilhuy pressure
function, Eq. (31)
permeability, m2
Kozeny constant
ie@l,

o
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APPENDIX
— Regression A.u–
lysisof Cqilhry
Pmsue
Data
by Weighted
Limew
Least
Sqmam Method

The parameter Swi is still causing
nonlinearity. This can be handled by
assuming
. . successive values of Sti and
detemnmg the values of al and b 1 that
minimize F1. The value of Swi that
gives the minimum value of F 1 is
chosen.

It is required to fit the capillary
pressure data using the equation
Pc=

a
[%- %)b

. . . (A-4)

(A-1]

Although the problem can be
linearized by transforming it to the
logarithmic space, many authores17’18
stress the need to optimize in the
ofiginal space. It would be advantageous if the differences in Eq. (A-2)
can be expressed in terms of those in
Eq. (A-4). This would combine the
accuracy of the nonlinear regression
with the simplicity of the linear
regression. This is achieved as follows:

The method of least squares is
based on finding values of the
parameters a,b and ~ that minimizes
the sum of squares of the difference
between observed and calculated
capillary pressures.
The objective
unction F to be minimized is given by
F=~[PCOb-PC~]2

A log ,PC= log Pc ~ – log PC~b

‘~

j

P~j[

a

(%-%$’
...

2

1
...

,A ~,
(A-L)

APc

‘lOgl+~
[

Since the terms of Eq. (A-2) are
nonlinear, nonlinear regression analysis
is needed to find a, b and Swi. This
requires iteration and convergence is
not guaranted unless the initial guess of

1

(A-5)

where ,
Apc = Pc ~ - Pc ~b~.
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(A-6)
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Table 1: Curve Fit.titw and Calculation of Carillary Pressure Functions*

Expanding Eq. (A-5) by Taylor’s series

1 {&_)*
z(PcobJ

EL-KHATIB

(A-7)

N-eglecting second order terms of
(Ape/pcob~.) and higher and since
log(l)=O, we get

%

Pc

0.37
0.41
0.48
0.54
0.61
0.65
0.70
0.80

8.00
4.56
2.78
2.15
1.64
1.40
1.30
1.15

pm

8.000
4.573
2.754
2,099
1.665
1.495
1.329
1.096

J1

SD

J*

2.505
1.428
0.870
0.676
0.513
0.438
0.407
0.360

.0597
.1194
.2239
.3134
.4179
.4776
.5522
.7015

4.249
2.422
1.477
1.147
0.871
0.744
0.691
0.611

A log Pc = &c/ p~b
I%raae’m

Froiil
airw F;”*

or
APc = Pc ~bs. A log PC

(A-8)

:
S~i

Substituting Eq. (A-8) into (A-2)

!&j) ]2

(A-9)

Eq. A-9) may be looked at as a
weighted linear least squares method
where a weighting facator Pcj2 is
allocated for the jth observation.
The foregoing derivation can be
simply deduced from the fact that
d (ln y) = dy/y
and

(A-IO)

SO

dy=yd(lny)

(A-n)

The values of al and bl that
minimize F in Eq. (A-9) for a given
value of ~ are given by

...

~ = 3.856
B = 0.4374
C = 0.5312

* Data for a Frio Sandstone
Formation, Purcell curve no. 3

F= XPC]2[log PCj–a1b 1 10g(&-

= 0.5961
= 0.8067
= 0.33

...(A-12)

where, w = PC2,y = IOUPO-L
and X = log(& - ~
559
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Table 2: Summary of Results for Purcell’s Ca@ary

I
No.
1

Formation c1~
p@* K(@
Formation
23
2
Frio S.S

170
3
Frio S.S
2
4
Frio S.S
3
-1
Paluxy S.s
4
5 +y5
—
“mxYllz.i
35
6 sanAndres
IS 7
.L
.—
]7\sanMr=M~
8 I 43
l—l
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